
5 ways to reduce your phone battery 
consumption  
How to prevent your phone from quickly running out of battery and 
dying when you need it most. 

 

 
 
Nowadays, we are becoming more and more reliant on our phones, which are capable of things 
we could only imagine a decade ago. However, this also means they are subjected to a higher 
pressure on the battery life. Ever left the house on a full battery only to find it on 20% a few 
hours later? We know it’s really annoying, especially because you never know when you might 



need help to find a place, check that important email or use your e-ticket for the bus. And that is 
the moment we miss the world of the old Nokia 3210, whose battery would last for a week - 
unless you had an intensive Snake session.  
 
But here are 5 power-saving tweaks to reduce battery consumption on your phone, so you won’t 
have to desperately look for power sockets in the nearest cafe anymore.  
 
#1 Switch off your data 
 

 
 
We know how hard it is to be disconnected. But no data during the commute is better than a 
dead phone at the end of the day, right? Switching off your data when you don’t need it, is 
probably one of the most efficient ways of saving battery on your phone. Data, and all the apps 
that rely on this to work and send you notifications, literally (well not quite) suck life out of your 
battery. And if you leave them on all the time, you will definitely see yourself charging your 
phone several times a day, and that’s not good for your device - or the environment.  
 
After all, you don’t need your data on while at work or at lectures. It’s a win-win: you will 
definitely feel more productive without the distraction of constant notifications, and you’ll have 
the satisfaction of having an almost-full battery at the end of the day that you can use to listen to 
your favourite music on the way back home.  
 



A few more tricks when it comes to data usage and battery life:  
 

1. Download music to your phone rather than waste data and battery to stream it;  
2. Carefully select what apps your want to use your data for;  
3. Use WiFi when you can. It requires less power than 4G. 

 
#2 Turn on battery saver  
 

 
It might seem obvious, but it actually makes a world of difference. Most of us just wait for our 
phones to automatically switch battery saver on when it hits 20% of battery capacity. Yes, we 
are that lazy. But turning the battery saver on before that can actually slow your phone down 
from running out of power.  
 
The basic idea behind battery saving is shutting down or reducing the activity of everything that 
is not essential to the normal functioning of your phone. This includes reducing your screen’s 
brightness and forcing shutdown of apps which would normally keep running in the background.  
 
The battery saving feature might slightly differ between different smartphone models and 
brands, but you can always manually implement these tricks in order to maximise the lifespan of 
your phone battery.  



 
#3 Keep your Operating System updated  
 

 
 
This is actually something I recently learned from a trip to the Apple Store. I ran there one day in 
the low battery capacity-induced panic typical of someone who can’t live without their phone. 
That morning, in fact, my phone battery was not charging over 33%.  
 
But upon talking to one of the Apple Geniuses and a restorative charge from one of their 
in-store charging stations, I was reassured that downloading the new iOS could solve the issue. 
In simple terms, your phone slows down as your OS becomes obsolete and consumes a lot 
more energy to run any task.  
 
Downloading the most recent OS not only keeps your phone updated with the latest features 
and bug fixes, it also ensures it runs smoothly and with the least possible power expense.  
 
We are aware there has been some debate regarding smartphone companies literally forcing 
customers to purchase a new phone to be able to update to the newest OS. Ultimately it is up to 
you to prioritise budget or power saving - carrying a portable charger could be a cheaper option 
than upgrading to a new smartphone.  



 
#4 Buy the right cable  
 

 
 
Again, this might seem pretty obvious, but at least once everyone has damaged or lost their 
original charging cable and resolved to buy one from the pound shop.  
The kind of charging cable you are using can make a difference to how much your phone is 
charging. You might see the percentage going up, but actually your phone battery is not at full 
capacity.  
 
This is because these cheap cables are not built to convey the right amount of power - hence 
the low price. So it either takes longer for your phone to charge, or your battery will run out very 
quickly.  
 
A cheaper alternative to your original phone cable, are certified cables. You can find these in 
shops or on Amazon. For example, if you own an iPhone, you can opt for a “MFI” cable, aka 
“made for iPhone”, which will give you the same performance as an original Apple cable.  
 
 
#5 Keep your phone warm - but not too warm  
 



 
This might sound weird, but have you ever noticed your battery life draining in a matter of 
minutes on a winter day? Did this happen especially if you were using your phone while walking 
down the street? Chances are your phone quickly dies, but if you try switching it on again in a 
warm place it instantly goes back on a healthy 50% battery.  
 
This has actually been confirmed, again, by my trusted Apple customer service assistant, who 
explained that smartphone batteries do not cope well with extreme temperatures - either hot or 
cold.  
 



I will not bore you with the details of the physical and chemical reactions - just know that if you 
whip out your phone to take those pictures on the ski slopes or scroll your Instagram while 
walking with below zero temperatures, your battery is more likely to run out.  
 
Our best advice would be to keep your phone in your bag or your pocket, and resist the 
temptation to check that Facebook notification until you get indoors, so that you can save a few 
percentages on your battery. 
 

 
 
Ultimately, we are aware it’s not always easy to stay off your phone. Sometimes you just need it, 
whether for work or uni, or just because you really want to keep in touch with someone or keep 
up with the news. That’s when portable power banks come into play to save the day. On our 
website, you can find and shop a good selection of power banks, suitable for all needs and 
budgets.  
 
 

https://poweralife.com/collections/power-banks

